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Harold Weisberg 
Route 12, 
Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold:: 

I want to- apologize for not resnonding sooner, but midnights 

are just not my best duty tour. Enclosed is a money order for 311.40 
for a copy of "POST MORTEN". Am most anxious to receive it and 
read it. 

I've always felt that two people who have been not dealt with 
the seriousness they deserved or investigated deeply enough were; 
Ruby&Tippett. Tippet especially-I've always had a "gut feeling" 
that this shooting was pivotal in whole conspiracy. 

Several things have disturbed me about his shooting. Info put 
out by cops on scene indicated evidence found that indicated shooter 
was armed with .38 Automatic pistol. Summers ignorantly assumed 
that this was because of the way casings were laying on ground. 
Actually, .38 Auto uses a "rimless" case substantally different 
from .38 Special Oswald was armed with. "Recovered" slugs were 
all-lead, while .38 Auto standard loads are full metal jacket. 
Furthermore, .38 Auto has sufficent velocity, that I would consider 

extremely doubtful they would stay in body. I haven't seen any 
super clear photos of "recovered" slugs, but the gun that Oswald 
had most likely was originally chambered for .38 S&W, not more 
powerful .38 Special. Many of these guns had the cylinders reamed 
out to accept longer .38 Special round&therefore could be sold for 

more money than revolvers chambered for .38 S&W. However, ..38 
S&W has a larger bore diameter than .38 Special(.360 vs .357). 	ird 
Therefore, .38 Special rounds fired in gun originally chambered 
for .8 SW Should show visible "skid marks". Furthermore, it's 	br i-)  fairly common for the cases of .38 Special to bulge&be difficult  
to eject, The .38 Special 158gr round nose lead load would only 
produce a velocity around 650 feet per second when fired from the 
2" barreled weapon in Oswalds possession. But, with the larger 
bore diameter of a weapon originally designed for .38 S&W, the 
velocity would be lower&I doubt the rounds would have penetrated 
very deep and be as deformed as the photos in the WCR show. 

I think Oswald was armed in the Theatre because it had finally 
dawned on him how&why he was being used. He was there to meet 
someone(I've always felt this)&was "fingered" by someone in the 
front. After ten years in law enforcement, NOTHING about cops would 
suprize me. I think the actual conspirators may have been few in 
number, but a large number of people w/different interests were 
recruited with varying degrees of knowledge into the coverup. The 
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Dallas PD(as virtually any large Dept) could and probably 
were bought off. 

I have always been it also extremely difficult to believe that 
there was no record kept of Oswalds interrogation. Whatever he 
was, he was no dummy&most certainly realized that those who would 
murder the President would have enough "muscule" to reach into 
the Dallas Jail&silence him. Perhaps the reason it happened as 
soon as it did, it because of what he said. 

I've dust finished up my Masters at the University Of Detroit,-, 
in Criminal Justice, and will be starting a Fhd program in Clinical 
Psychology at the same school this fall. I ran across the complete 
set of the WCR at the U of D library and am plowing thru the "Blue 
Monster", I'm currently on the staff of; American Handgunner, Police 
Marksman, Police Product News, Combat Shooters Report, and Law&Order. 
All this writing keeps me busy, but the JFK,RFK&M1K shootings are 
of upmost importance to me. 

Excuse the typos, but this is being written at /lam, at work. 

Sgt Evan Marshall 
20519 Freeland 
Detroit,Mi48235 


